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The morphologies, stabilities, and viscosities of high-pressure carbon dioxide-in-water (C/W) foams (emulsions)
formed with branched nonionic hydrocarbon surfactants were investigated by in situ optical microscopy and capillary
rheology. Over two dozen hydrocarbon surfactants were shown to stabilize C/W foams with Sauter mean bubble
diameters as low as 1 to 2 μm.Coalescence of theC/W foambubbles was rare for bubbles larger than about 0.5 μmover a
60 h time frame, andOstwald ripening became very slow. By better blocking of the CO2 and water phases with branched
and double-tailed surfactants, the interfacial tension decreases, the surface pressure increases, and the C/W foams
become very stable. For branched surfactants with propylene oxide middle groups, the stabilities were markedly lower
for air/water foams and decane-water emulsions. The greater stability of the C/W foams to coalescence may be
attributed to a smaller capillary pressure, lower drainage rates, and a sufficient surface pressure and thus limiting surface
elasticity, plus small film sizes, to hinder spatial and surface density fluctuations that lead to coalescence. Unexpectedly,
the foams were stable even when the surfactant favored the CO2 phase over the water phase, in violation of Bancroft’s
rule. This unusual behavior is influenced by the low drainage rate, which makes Marangoni stabilization of less
consequence and the strong tendency of emerging holes in the lamella to close as a result of surfactant tail flocculation in
CO2. The high distribution coefficient toward CO2 versus water is of significant practical interest for mobility control in
CO2 sequestration and enhanced oil recovery by foam formation.

Introduction

Emulsions and foams of carbon dioxide and water, the two
most plentiful solvents on earth, are of interest in a wide range
of applications including CO2 sequestration and enhanced oil
recovery1,2 green chemistry, materials science, microelectronics,
and biotechnology.3 CO2 is an environmentally benign, essen-
tially nontoxic, nonflammable, and recyclable solvent. The
density of supercritical fluid carbon dioxide (Tc = 31 �C, Pc=
1070 psia (1 bar = 14.5 psia)) may be tuned over a wide range
from gaslike to liquidlike values by varying the temperature and
pressure.4 Thus, the literature has referred to colloidal dispersions
of water and carbon dioxide, at elevated pressures above 50 bar,
as foams (to emphasize gaslike properties) or as emulsions (to
emphasize liquidlike properties).3 For simplicity, the term foam
will be usedmost often in this study, whereas the term emulsion is
just as appropriate. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is miscible5,6 in all
proportions with the lighter hydrocarbon components of crude
oil (up to 14 carbons depending on the system pressure) and
partiallymisciblewith heavier hydrocarbons,7 which facilitates oil
recovery from porous formations.2

The fundamental understanding needed for the design of
surfactants for the stabilization of continuous aqueous films in
carbon dioxide/water (C/W) foams/emulsions is still in its in-
fancy.2,8 An important distinction between C/W and air/water
(A/W) foams is the marked difference in γο (without surfactant
present) for the CO2-water (C-W) (20 to 30 mN/m depending
upon density) versus the air-water (A-W) interface (72 mN/m).
The smaller γο for the C-W interface leads to a smaller driving
force for surfactant adsorption to reduce the interfacial tension
further.9 Therefore, the area per surfactant molecule (Am) at the
C-W interface is often much larger than that at the A-W
interface, as shown experimentally10,11 and by molecular dyna-
mics simulations.12 Most studies of surfactants at the C-W
interface have focused on W/C microemulsions.13-22 In most
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cases, fluorocarbon or siloxane surfactant tails were required to
achieve sufficiently low γ values and reduce interdroplet inter-
actions.23-26 However, “stubby” hydrocarbon surfactants with
branched and methylated tails block the interfacial contact of
water and CO2 more effectively than linear surfactants and thus
may produce greater reductions in γ. Very low values of γ are
required for W/C microemulsions with features smaller than
10 nm and high interfacial areas.15,19,27,28 For C/W foams and
emulsions with much lower specific surface areas, the amount of
surfactant required to cover the interface is much smaller than for
W/C or C/W microemulsions. Consequently, γ at the W-C
interface may be much higher for C/W foams than for micro-
emulsions. Thus, the requirements for surfactant design are much
less stringent for foams than microemulsions. Furthermore, the
formation ofW/Cmicroemulsions andmacroemulsions is limited
by the strong interdroplet tail-tail interactions, given the weak
solvent strength of CO2. For C/W foams and emulsions, the tails
point inward into the CO2 bubbles and these interactions have a
much less severe influence on colloidal stability.

C/W emulsions (foams) with nonionic block copolymer stabi-
lizers studied by da Rocha et al.29 for up to 70% v/v CO2 were
stable against coalescence and flocculation for longer than48h. In
addition, Dhanuka et al.8 studied the hydrocarbon surfactant
commercially known as Tergitol TMN 6 (Dow, 90% poly-
(ethylene glycol)-2,6,8-trimethyl-4-nonyl ether and 10% water
w/w) as a stabilizer for 50-90% v/v CO2 emulsions. Cell sizes of
less than 10 μmwere observed along with stability for longer than
24 h for a 90% v/v C/W foam.

The destabilization of foams (or concentrated emulsions)
occurs via multiple mechanisms including drainage of the liquid
in the lamella, coalescence of neighboring bubbles (lamella
rupture), and Ostwald ripening. Coalescence may occur by
spinodal decomposition when the attractive van derWaals forces
between neighboring bubbles overcome the repulsive forces in the
foam lamella.30-33With the appropriate stabilizers in the lamella,
the foam can reach a metastable state.34-36 Spatial and surface
density fluctuations37 may occur upon lamella drainage, leading
to the formation of holes in the lamella,32,38,39 and can induce

spinodal decomposition.31 The combined effects of thermo-
dynamic and rheological properties on the stability of emulsions
of oil and water are well known to be very complex and only
partially understood.31,35,40 These phenomena have received ex-
tremely little attention for emulsions/foams of water and CO2. For
C/W foams, we are not aware of any studies that have reported
each of the key properties: foam texture (at the micrometer length
scale), foam stability, interfacial properties, and foam viscosity.

The objectives of this study are to demonstrate that viscous
C/W foams (emulsions) may be formed with over two dozen
branched nonionic hydrocarbon surfactants and to evaluate
various factors that influence foam stability, particularly, foam
texture, phase behavior, and recent measurements of interfacial
properties at the C-W interface.41 These properties include γ, π,
and the surfactant efficiency, pC20, which is the negative loga-
rithm (base 10) of the molar surfactant concentration required to
produce a 20 mN/m decrease in γ. Foams with greater than 90%
v/v CO2 were characterized by in situ optical microscopy over
time periods from seconds to days for a cell path length of only
25 μm.8 The viscosity, bubble size, and polydispersity are exam-
ined versus surfactant structure over a range of concentration,
shear rate, temperature, salinity, and foam quality to characterize
the aging mechanisms: drainage, coalescence, and Ostwald ripen-
ing. Stable foams are reported even for surfactants that favor the
dispersed CO2 phase over the continuous water phase.

For surfactants with branched tails, the stabilities of C/W
foams are compared with those of much less stable A/W foams
and O/W emulsions. The behavior is described in terms of the
cloud-point temperature, surface pressure, Laplace pressure, and
surfactant efficiency. As the distribution coefficient of the surfac-
tant is shifted from hydrophilic to CO2-philic with temperature,
the C/W foam stabilities are shown to change very little in
violation of Bancroft’s rule. We attribute this unusual behavior
to viscous stresses transmitted through each phase during emul-
sion formation, slow film drainage, and reduced hole formation
and growth. The measurement and understanding of foam
stability and viscosity are useful for the design of surfactants for
CO2 foam in enhanced oil recovery. In EOR, the surfactants in
this study that are CO2-soluble and favor CO2 over water may be
used to improve injectivity and mobility control in order to
improve oil recovery.

Experimental Methods

Materials. Sodium chloride (GR, EM Science), calcium
chloride dihydrate (certified A.C.S, Fisher), and magnesium
chloride hexahydrate (enzyme grade, Fisher) were used as recei-
ved. The surfactants (structures and naming schemes presented in
Figure 1) were gifts fromDow and were used without any further
purification. The subscripts denote the average number of repeat
units per molecule based on the relative mass during synthesis.
Research-grade carbon dioxide was passed through an oxygen
trap (OxyclearmodelRGP-31-300,Labclear,Oakland,CA) prior
to use. Brine was made from deionized (DI) water (Nanopure II,
Barnstead, Dubuque, IA) with 2%NaCl, 0.5%CaCl2, and 0.1%
MgCl2 w/w in water (by weight). The symbol v/v means by
volume in the aqueous phase for surfactants unless otherwise
stated.

Cloud-Point Temperature. The cloud-point temperature of
the aqueous surfactant solution was measured in a water bath
equipped with a temperature controller. The surfactant concen-
tration was 1.0% v/v in water for all samples. The error in the
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cloud-point temperaturewas(1 �C.The cloud-point temperature
in brine included 2%NaCl, 0.5%CaCl2, and 0.1%MgCl2 w/w in
water.

Interfacial Tension Measurement. The interfacial tension
between CO2 and aqueous surfactant solutions is determined
from the axisymmetric drop shape analysis of a captive bubble42

as previously reported.41The surface pressure (π) is the difference
between γo (no surfactant) and γ (with surfactant). The efficiency
of a surfactant (pC20) is calculated as the -log of the surfactant
concentration (in units of M) to produce a π of 20 mN/m as
determined from the -log(concentration)-π plots. The error in
pC20 is (0.2.

Partitioning of Surfactant into CO2. A sample of the CO2

upper phase is taken from a C-W-surfactant system, and the
concentrationof surfactant in the sample solutionwasdetermined
byapendant-drop surface tensionmeasurement below the cmcon
the basis of a calibration made for known surfactant concentra-
tions.

C/WFoamFormation andApparentViscosity.Thepartial
miscibility between water and CO2 (without surfactant) is low. At
40 �C, the mole fraction of CO2 in water is 0.0162 at 50 bar (750
psia) and increases to 0.0243 at 200 bar (3000 psia).43 The
solubility of water in CO2 is well below 0.01 at all pressures in
this study for temperatures up to 50 �C. Therefore, the partial
miscibility between water and CO2 plays a limited role in the
formation of C/W foam (also known as C/W emulsions).

The apparatus used to measure foam viscosity is depicted in
Figure 2. An Isco syringe pump (model 260D) with a series D
pump controller and an HPLC dual-head pump (LDC/Milton
Roy consta Metric III) were used to inject the CO2 and aqueous

surfactant solution, respectively, at set flow rates. The mixture of
CO2 and surfactant solution entered a sand packwith hydrophilic
pores for foam generation. The sand pack was either a 10.2 cm
long, 0.386 cm inner diameter tube packedwith prewashed 20-40
mesh nonspherical sand (420-840 μm in diameter) that gives
50μmpores or a 12.1 cm long, 0.76 cm inner diameter tubepacked
withnonspherical sandof125μmdiameter that gives 10μmpores.
For studies of the short-time (1 to 2 min) stability of highly
sheared foams (total foam flow rates of 12-15 mL/min reported
in Table 2), a sand pack with 10 μm pores was used in which the
length was extended to 14.7 cm. The Supporting Information
includes information on foamgeneration in porousmedia and the
equations for estimating pore size in sand packs. Sandwas held in
place bywire screens affixed to tubing ends. The sand pack for the
TMN6experiments usedpacked cottonat the tubing ends instead
of the wire screens. Sand packs were rinsed with a few hundred
milliliters of ethanol and several liters of DI water until the
effluent was surfactant-free. Then surfactant preadsorption was
accomplished by running a sufficient volume of surfactant solu-
tion (20-50mL) through the sand pack. In certain experiments, a
differential pressure meter was used to measure the pressure drop
across the sand pack using a 100 psia diaphragm.

The foam generated in the sand pack flowed through a six-port
valve (Valco Instruments, model C6W) followed by a capillary
(0.0762 cm inner diameter, 195 cm long). Either a high-range or a
low-range differential pressuremeter (Validynemodel CD23) was
used tomeasure the differential pressure (ΔP) across the capillary.
The high-range pressure meter contained either a 100 or 250 psia
diaphragm, and the low-range pressure meter contained either a
20 or 50 psia diaphragm. An average ΔP was obtained by
averaging the values recorded over at least 2 min while the foam
was flowing at approximately steady state, with ΔP varying by
less than 15% of the mean value.

The effluent of the capillary flowed through a second six-port
valve (Valco Instruments, model C6W) into a stainless steel

Figure 1. Surfactant structures and naming schemes.
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cylindrical visual cell with two sapphire windows (0.4 cm path
length and 1.8 cm diameter) where macroscopic visual observa-
tions of the bulk flowing foam were made. Finally, the foam
flowed through the heated (>40 �C with a water bath) back-
pressure regulator (BPR) (Swagelok model SS-4R3A adjustable
relief valve with either an R3A-E spring for the 2250-3000 psia
back pressure setting or an R3A-F spring for 3000-4000 psia),
where CO2 expanded to atmospheric conditions and the surfac-
tant solution was captured for disposal. The system pressure
reported was the pressure at the BPR. The BPR was adjusted to
set the system pressure. The temperature of the entire apparatus
was maintained at(0.2 �C by use of a water bath equipped with
one or more temperature controllers (Julabo, Inc.).

The apparent viscosity of a bulk foam (ηfoam) is calculated from
the known shear rate ( _γ) and measured pressure difference (ΔP)
across the capillarywith a length (L) of 195 cm.The shear stress (τ)
and shear rate are calculated from ΔPRcap/L and the velocity
gradient (U/Rcap), respectively. The average velocity, U, is deter-
mined from the total volumetric flow rate of the foam (the sum of
the flow rates for the two phases, Qtotal) divided by the cross-
sectional area of the capillary tube. An additional geometric
scaling term, λ = 1/8, is used to calculate the apparent foam
viscosity

ηfoam ¼ τ

_γ
¼

ΔPRcap

L

� �
U

Rcap

 ! λ ¼ λRcap
2ΔP

LU
ð1Þ

where Rcap is the capillary tube radius (0.0381 cm).

C/W Foam Microscopy and Stability. The in situ charac-
terizationofbubble size and sizedistributionof theC/Wfoamwas
measured by diverting foam flow exiting the sand pack or
capillary tube to a high-pressure microscopy cell44 with the two
six-port injection valves. One valve was used to choose the
sampling point for the foam, and the second was used to control
flow through the microscopy cell. The microscopy cell was
mounted on a microscope (Nikon Eclipse ME600). The sapphire
windows (Swiss Jewel Company, W6.36, 0.635 cm diameter and
0.229 cm thickness) were separated with foil spacers, creating a
path length of approximately 25 μm.8

Upon stopping the flow through the cell, images from the
microscope were captured via a Photometrics CoolSNAP CF
CCDcamera connected toa computer. Foamwas flowed through
the microscopy cell for several cell volumes prior to image recor-
ding to ensure that the photographed foam had not aged signifi-
cantly. The CCD camera was programmed to take photographs

at set time intervals (from <1 s to several hours) to provide
stability measurements over time. The temperature of the micro-
scope cell and tubing was controlled with electrical heating tape
(thermolyne briskheat flexible electric tape, Barnstead/thermo-
lyne)wrappedaround themicroscopy cell and tubingand thermo-
statted using a temperature controller (Omega CN7600, Omega)
at the same temperature as the water bath.

The images were analyzed with ImageJ software by setting the
scale usingmicroscopy standards, adjusting the threshold value of
the image, andusing themeasure particles function. Inmost cases,
bubble areas with a circularity (4π area/perimeter,2 which is equal
to 1 for a circle) of 0.60 or greater were obtained and the dimen-
sions were converted to spherical radii. It was possible to focus on
a single layer of bubbles given the low depth of field. Only the top
layer of bubbles was measured for the bubbles in the 25 μm cell.
Size distribution parameters and average radii were then calcu-
lated using the equations below. The minimum bubble size that
couldbemeasuredhadadiameter of 0.4μmat50�magnification,
0.88 μm at 20�magnification, and 1.8 μm at 10�magnification;
bubbles smaller than these values could not be detected with the
microscope and were not sized.

To determine average bubble sizes for a given shear rate, 6-9
microscope images under each condition were analyzed, corre-
sponding to at least several hundred bubbles and up to 10000
bubbles. The Sauter mean diameter of a given foam,Dsm, and the
dimensionless polydispersity, Upoly, are calculated as follows

Dsm ¼
P
i

Di
3

P
i

Di
2

ð2Þ

Upoly ¼ 1

Dmed

P
i

Di
3jDmed -DijP
i

Di
3

ð3Þ

whereDi is the diameter of a foam bubble andDmed is the median
bubble diameter of the foam. Number-average diameters, Davg,
can also be calculated from the Di values.

The stability of the foam ismeasured by photographing a given
foamover known time increments. For the short-time (1 to 2min)
stability of highly sheared foams (total foam flow rate of 12-15
mL/min with a sand pack with a 14.7 cm long, 0.76 cm inner
diameter tube packed with nonspherical sand of 125 μmdiameter
in Table 2), amagnification of 50�was used and only the changes
in the bubbles in the top layer were measured (reported in
Table 2). Again, only the top layer of bubbles was measured.
The high flow rate of the foam was varied to produce nearly all
small (<0.4 μm) bubbles. When formed, the foam is trapped in
the microscopy cell. Initially, the foam is photographed every 1 s

Figure 2. Schematic of the equipmentused for foamviscosityandbubble sizemeasurements.BPRstands for thebackpressure regulator.The
sand pack is used as the foam generator.

(44) Psathas, P. A.; da Rocha, S. R. P.; Lee, C. T.; Johnston, K. P.; Lim, K. T.;
Webber, S. E. Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2000, 39, 2655–2664.
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for 2 min starting immediately after the flow is stopped. After
collection of the foam photographs, the stack of images is
converted using the last images with the largest sizes to determine
the threshold values for the stack. A circularity of about 0.3 is
used. Bubbles greater than 0.4 μm in diameter are measured from
the foamphotographs for every 5 s to track size changes over time.
Then the polydispersity (eq 3), total volume of the bubbles (from
the sum of volumes of all of the measured bubbles over 0.4 μm in
diameter, that is, π/6 times the sum of Di

3), and Dsm (eq 2) were
calculated for each of these times. Thus, the total volume is
proportional to the cube of the volume-weighted average dia-
meter. The slope dv/dt was determined from the total measured
volume of bubbles larger than 0.4 μm as a function of time
(Table 2). For the stability of larger bubble sizes over longer
times, a single layer of bubbles on the order of 1 to 100 μm was
trapped in the microscopy cell and measured over various times.
The images are analyzed using the appropriate microscopy scale
and circularity (generally 0.5 to 0.6) at known times.

Oil-in-Water and Air-in-Water Emulsions and Foams.
For oil-water emulsions containing 90%v/v decane and 10%v/v
aqueous solution with 1% v/v surfactant, emulsions were formed
in a 20 mL vial and sonicated at the maximum pulse for 20 min.
Observations were made immediately after sonication.

The A/W foams were formed by blowing compressed air
canisters through a 12 gauge needle affixed to the outlet tube into
an aqueous surfactant solution. The aqueous surfactant solution
filled 10% v/v of the vial volume with 1% v/v surfactant in DI

water. The resulting foam filled the remaining volume of the
container.

Results

The measured cloud-point temperatures of the surfactants in
water and brine and the calculated HLB (hydrophilic-lipophilic
balance) values (using the method of Guo45) are presented in
Table 1. The measured apparent viscosities (calculated using the
measuredΔP in eq 1) of the bulkC/W foams (ηfoam) in a capillary
tube at varying temperatures are alsopresented inTable 1with the
initial Dsm (eq 2) of the foam bubbles. The majority of the foams
contained a quality of 90%v/vCO2, and the foamswere stabilized
with 1% v/v surfactant (in the aqueous phase) at approximately
2000 psia. The foams were generated with the 50-μm-pore sand
pack and at a total foam flow rate (Qtotal) of 6 mL/min. Most of
surfactant structures led to the formation of viscous C/W foams.
The formation of theC/W foams is observed to be less challenging
than the formation of a W/C concentrated emulsion, where the
attractive interactions between the outward-pointing surfactant
tails may cause coalescence.46

Table 1. Surfactant Properties, C/W Foam Apparent Viscosities (without salt), Initial Dsm
a, and Phase Changeb

cloud point (�C) C/W foam at Qtotal = 6 mL/min

24 �C 40 �C 60 �C 70 �C

surfactant water brine
HLB phase

change (�C)
ηfoam
(cP)

Dsm

(μm)
ηfoam
(cP)

Dsm

(μm)
ηfoam
(cP)

Dsm

(μm)
ηfoam
(cP)

Dsm

(μm)

L62 (32) 27 8.8 33e 33 No foam No foam
TMN 6 (5%)h (36)g 31g 12.9 19 18 5d 27 No foam
15-S-7 (37) 32 12.5 11 51 4 46 No foam
15-S-20 (>100) 16.5 35 21 24 26 13 34 13 19
Lutensol XP70 58 - 4 90 4 42 2 slugs
C8-14-PO2.5-EO7

f 60 12.1 10 65 6 50 No foam
TM NP-9 (54) (12.9) 35 20 10 18 No foam
LA-EO12 56 15.2 4 61 No foam
1Hex-PO5-EO9 49 14.6 8 106 18 55 No foam
1Hex-PO5-EO11 64 15.4 12 66 24 29 9 46 no foam
1Hex-PO5-EO13 78 16 9 63 23 24 12 35 no foam
1Hex-PO5-EO15 >80 16.5 12 80 22 25 14 37 15 52
1-octanol-PO4.5-EO8 58 13.4 9 57 No foam
1-octanol-PO4.5-EO12 59 14.9 2 41 No foam
1-nonanol-PO3.5-EO8 58 13.2 28 43 19 42 No foam
C13-PO1.5-EO6 34 10.8 8 52 No foam
C11-PO2-EO7 50 42 12.2 20 53 15 46 No foam
C12-14-EO7 52 12.1 No foam
C9-PO4-EO8 56 13 39 34 25 18 No foam
2-octanol-PO9-EO9 45 36 12.4 40-60 ppt 35 47 22 40 No foam
2-EH-PO2-EO4 <24 11.2 3 63 No foam No foam
2-EH-PO3-EO3 <24 9.7 No foam
2-EH-PO5-EO8 54 40 13.2 22 39 10 50 No foam
2-EH-PO9-EO9 40 34 12.4 40-60 ppt 36 27 20 47 No foam
2-EH-PO12-EO11 39 32 12.3 24-40 III 34 20 14 47 No foam
2-EH-PO5-EO9 60 54 13.6 40-60 ppt 31 27 25 28 7 61 no foam
2-EH-PO5-EO11 71 14.4 48 13 24 46 13 40 no foam
2-EH-PO5-EO13 >80 15.1 34 14 25 18 12 41 no foam
2-EH-PO5-EO15 >80 15.6 38 22 35 26 14 35 13 38
2-EH-EO5 <24 12.8 5 26 0.5c 48 No foam
2-EH-EO11.8 >80 16.2 15 39 12 28 11 25 10 35
DOG-EO12 46 38 13.9 40-60 ppt 29 30 19 48 24 no foam

aAt Qtotal = 6 mL/min, 2000 psia, 90% v/v CO2, and 1% v/v surfactant where the coarse sand pack with 50 μm pores was used. bAs measured in a
variable-volume view cell. Legend: pptmeans a separate surfactant-rich phase is present, and IIImeans amiddle-phase emulsion is present; the surfactant
is water-soluble at lower temperatures than those reported. Parentheses indicatemanufacturer data. Brine is composedof 2%NaCl, 1%CaCl2, and 0.5%
MgCl2 w/w inwater. c Indicates 87%v/vCO2.

d Indicates 88%v/vCO2.
e IndicatesQtotal= 4mL/min. f Indicates 0.5%v/v surfactant. g Indicates 1%v/v

TMN 6. h Indicates no foam with 1% v/v TMN 6 at 24 �C.

(45) Guo, X.; Rong, Z.; Ying, X. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2006, 298, 441–450.
(46) da Rocha, S. R. P.; Psathas, P. A.; Klein, E.; Johnston, K. P. J. Colloid

Interface Sci. 2001, 239, 241–253.
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The viscosities are presented to indicate that the foams were
formed, in contrast with low viscosities for mixtures of CO2 in the
absence of surfactant. The effect of the applied stress on viscosity
will be described in detail in a future publication. Briefly, we
observed shear thinning when the bubble size distribution did not
change with shear rate and shear thickening when the bubble size
decreased.

Decane-water (50% v/v decane) systems with 1% v/v 2EH-
PO5-EO9 or 2EH-PO5-EO15 in the aqueous phase formed O/W
emulsions that creamed in about an hour at 24 �C.Adroplet from
the separating upper phase spread on water, not oil, indicating an
O/W emulsion. This type of emulsion is expected for surfactants
with HLB values of 14 to 15. The experiments were repeated with
90% v/v decane and 10% water. White emulsions were formed
with sonication; however, immediately after sonication was
stopped, awater-rich phase formedon the bottom.The interfacial
tension of decane andwater in the presence of 1%w/w 2EH-PO5-
EO9 in the water phase measured with a captive decane droplet
was 2.5mN/m.The interfacial tension of 1%w/w2EH-PO5-EO15

at the decane-water interface was 3 mN/m. Despite the inter-
facial activity of these surfactants, the emulsions were unstable in
contrast with the stable pressurized C/W foams under otherwise
similar conditions.

A/W foams with 90% v/v air were formed with 1% v/v 2EH-
PO5-EO9 or 2EH-PO5-EO15 in the aqueous phase. The resulting
bubbles were visible with the naked eye and were in themillimeter
size range. However, the bubbles at the top of the vial start
coalescing immediately after formation, and over half of the foam
volume disappears in less than 1.5 min.
Cloud-Point Temperature. The temperatures above which

the C/W foam could no longer be formed are reported as a
function of the nonionic surfactant structure in Table 1. This
temperature is no more than 4 �C above the cloud point for all of
the surfactants except DOG-EO12. Observations of the C/W
foams formedwith 2EH-PO5-EO9 showed rapid stability changes
when the temperature approached the cloud point. The foam
undergoes a transition fromahighly stable noncoalescing foam to
only slugs of the two phases with only a 1 to 2 �C increase in
temperature (∼57 �C). The transition of the surfactant from the
water phase to a separate surfactant-rich phase at the cloud point
greatly reduces the stability of the foam lamella. Bonfillon-Colin
and Langevin attribute the rupture of foam films at the cloud
point to bridging of the foam films by droplets of the surfactant-
rich phase.47 Furthermore, the presence of salts typically makes
the surfactants less soluble and depresses the cloud point
(Table 1).
Foam Stability. Table 2 presents the interfacial properties of

several surfactants at the C-W interface, including the interfacial

tension (γ) and surface pressure (π) at 0.01% w/w surfactant (in
the aqueous phase), the area per molecule at the interface (Am),
and the efficiency (pC20) at 2000 psia and 24 �C as previously
reported.41 pC20 is much larger for DOG-EO12 compared to that
for the other surfactant structures. Foams consisting of 90% v/v
CO2 and 1%v/v surfactant (based on the aqueous phase) at 24 �C
and 2000 psia formed with high shear rates (Qtotal of 12-15 mL/
min) through a sand pack with 10 μm pores were studied for
stability to coalescence. The high shear, relative to the coarser
sand pack and lower flow rates in the studies of Table 1, greatly
reduced the initial polydispersity of the foams. The growth rates
of these foams (defined as the change in the total sum of bubble
volumes) for bubbles withDbubble> 0.4 μmmeasured in the layer
in the focal plane, denoted as dv/dt at 120 s, are presented in
Table 2 along with the initialDsm andDavg of the foams. Figure 3
presents the change in the volume of bubbles greater than 0.4 μm
as a function of time for these surfactants. dv/dt for 2EH-EO11.8 is
measured for the first 85 s because few foam bubbles smaller than
0.4 μm in diameter persisted beyond this time. Although π of LA-
EO12 is about the same as for 2EH-PO5-EO11 and 1Hex-PO5-
EO15, it has the highest dv/dt of all of the surfactants. For LA-
EO12, the bubble size increases before the foam even reaches the
microscope cell. dv/dt for LA-EO12 is estimated by assuming that
no large bubbles exist at the sand pack exit and that growth on the
initial microscopy photograph occurs during the 23 s residence
time of flow from the exit of the sand pack to the microscope cell.

Figure 4 presents the evolution of Dsm and Upoly over time for
the foams stabilized with 1% v/v DOG-EO12, 2EH-EO11.8, and
2EH-PO5-EO11. Figure 5 presents Dsm

3 as a function of time for
2EH-PO5-EO9 foams of varying surfactant concentration
(0.1-1% v/v) at 24 and 55 �C. At 0.1% v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 at
24 �C and 0.2%v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 at 55 �C, no foamwas formed;
only slugs of the phases were observed. The foam with 0.2% at

Table 2. Surfactant Properties at the C-W Interface and Stability of Highly Sheareda Foams over 120 sbc

surfactants
cmc

(%w/w) HLB
γ 0.01%w/w
(mN/m)e

π 0.01%w/w
(mN/m)e

Am (A2/
molecule)e

pC2024
�Ce

pC2040
�Ce

pC2060
�Ce

Dsmat
to (μm)

Davg at
to (μm)

dv/dt, tf= 120 s
(μm3/s)

2EH-PO5-EO9 0.28 13.6 7.5 20.2 219 3.9 4.2 4.5
2EH-PO5-EO15 0.28 15.6 5.6 22.1 233 4.3 5.2 5.2 1.3 1.0 140
1Hex-PO5-

EO15

1.47 16.5 8.5 19.2 339 3.5 4.4 5.5 5.3 1.2 130

DOG-EO12 0.015 13.9 4.1 23.6 5.1 5.7 1.3 1.0 50
LA-EO12 0.21 15.2 7.9 19.8 <3.8 7.3 2.1 >530
2EH-EO11.8 0.99 16.2 12.8 14.9 2.4 1.2 375d

2EH-PO5-EO11 0.42 14.4 7.6 20.1 <4.0 3.4 1.0 101

aQtotal = 12-15 mL/min. b Sand pack of a 14.7-cm-long, 0.76-cm-inner-diameter tube with 10 μm pores. cThe conditions are 2000 psia and 24 �C
unless otherwise specified. The cmc of the surfactants as determined from the surface tension at the A-W interface is also included. The foams contain
90% v/v CO2 and 1% v/v surfactant. γo for the C-W interface at 24 �C and 2000 psia is 27.7 mN/m. d Indicates tf = 80 s. e Indicates data from ref 41.

Figure 3. Changes in volume over short times for highly sheared
foams stabilized by 2EH-EO11.8, DOG-EO12, 2EH-PO5-EO11,
2EH-PO5-EO15, and 1Hex-PO5-EO15 with 1% v/v surfactant and
90%v/vCO2 at 24 �Cand 2000psia. The slopes (dv/dt) are listed in
Table 2.

(47) Bonfillon-Colin, A.; Langevin, D. Langmuir 1997, 13, 599–601.
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24 �C had larger bubbles and a higher polydispersity relative to
the foams with higher concentrations. Micrographs of the DOG-
EO12-stabilized foam (Figures 3 and 4) are presented in Figure 6
up to 120 s after the foam is trapped in themicroscope. The foams
in Figure 7 are stabilized with 2EH-EO11.8 where micrographs of
up to 91 s after reaching the microscope showmore rapid growth.
The foam stabilizedwithLA-EO12 is presented inFigure 8when it
initially reached themicroscope at 0 s (although the residence time
is 23 s from the sand pack).

Table 3 compares the CO2 distribution coefficients (% w/w
surfactant in the CO2 phase as a fraction of the total surfactant
weight in the water-CO2 system) of 2EH-PO5-EO9

48 and 2EH-
PO5-EO15 at 2000 psia and 24-75 �C.The initialDsm values of the
bulk foams (originally inTable 1) are also given.ThemeasuredΩ3

values (defined as the change in Dsm
3 with time, dDsm

3/dt) for

foams with 90% v/v CO2 and 1% v/v surfactant in the aqueous
phase, formed with the 10 μm pore sand pack, were studied
through tf (final time). According to Bancroft’s rule,49 W/C
emulsions should be favored because of the highCO2 distribution
coefficients for 2EH-PO5-EO9 and 2EH-PO5-EO15 at 24 �C.32,39
Thus, these C/W foams violate Bancroft’s rule. The 2EH-PO5-
EO9 and 2EH-PO5-EO15 C/W foams were not observed to
coalesce in the microscope under any conditions below the cloud-
point temperature for the conditions in Table 3.

Figure 4. Changes in Dsm (a) and Upoly (b) over short times of
highly sheared foams stabilized by 2EH-EO11.8, DOG-EO12, and
2EH-PO5-EO11 with 1% v/v surfactant and 90% v/v CO2 at 24 �C
and 2000 psia.

Figure 5. Dsm
3 as a function of time for various concentrations

(% v/v) of 2EH-PO5- EO9 at 24 and 55 �C with 90% v/v CO2 at
2000 psia where the linear slopes are Ω3. 0.2% v/v at 24 �C uses
right axis. All other conditions use left axis. 0.3% v/v at 55 �C is
with brine.

Figure 6. Micrographs of a 90%v/vCO2 foam stabilizedwith 1%
v/v DOG-EO12 highly sheared in a 10 μm pore sand pack at 24 �C
and 2000 psia as a function of time at (A) 0, (B) 30, (C) 80, and (D)
120 s. Scale bars are located in the micrographs.

Figure 7. Micrographs of a 90%v/vCO2 foam stabilizedwith 1%
v/v 2EH-EO11.8 highly sheared in a 10 μm pore sand pack at 24 �C
and 2000 psia as a function of time at (A) 0, (B) 10, (C) 30, (D) 60,
and (E) 91 s. Scale bars are located in the micrographs.

(48) Chen, X.; Adkins, S. S.; Sanders, A.; Nguyen, Q. P.; Johnston, K. P.
Submitted. (49) Bancroft, W. D. J. Phys. Chem. 1913, 17, 501–520.
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Table 4 presents a summary of the stability in terms of Ω3 for
three surfactants at 2000 psia under a variety of conditions, where
the foams are stable to coalescence unless otherwise indicated. The
behavior shown in Figures 9-11 is also included in Table 4.
Figure 9 presents Dsm

3 as a function of time for two foams of
varying Upoly (1.9 and 2.8, respectively) stabilized with 1% v/v
2EH-PO5-EO9 and a quality of 90% at 24 �C. Figures 10 and 11
present the changes inDsm,Upoly, andDsm

3 as a functionof time for
over 60 h for foams stabilized with 0.3% v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 (in
brine) and 0.3%v/vDOG-EO12, respectively. Lamella rupturewas

not observed over the entire time of study for bubbles greater than
0.3 μm in diameter and visible by microscopy. Figure 12 presents
the micrographs of the 0.3% v/v DOG-EO12 foam over time.

The nonionic surfactants in this investigation have a higher
salinity tolerance than ionic surfactants, where salt screens the
electrostatic repulsion between films. Moderate levels of salt and
divalent ions are often present in reservoirs of interest in CO2

sequestration and EOR. From Table 4, the 0.3% v/v 2EH-PO5-
EO9 foam showed insignificant changes in Ω3 at 55 �C with the

Figure 8. Micrograph of a 90% v/v CO2 foam stabilized with 1%
v/vLA-EO12highly sheared in a 10μmpore sandpackat 24 �Cand
2000 psia at 0 s in the microscope (23 s after formation). The scale
bar is located in the micrograph.

Figure 9. Change inDsm
3 with time for 1% v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 (in

the aqueous phase) with 90% v/v CO2 at 24 �C and 2000 psia at
Upoly values of 1.9 and 2.8, where Ω3 values are from the slopes
(0.06 and 1.5 μm3/s, respectively).

Table 3. CO2Distribution Coefficient between the Aqueous and CO2-

Rich Phasesa for 2EH-PO5-EO9 and 2EH-PO5-EO15 with Changes

in Temperature at 2000 psia and Foam Stabilities in Terms of

Experimental Ω3 Values and Upoly Changes Also Included with the

Initial and Final Times, to and tf
b

T (�C)

CO2 distri-
bution coeffi-
cient (% w/w)

Ω3,

dDsm
3/dt

(μm3/s)
tf
(h)

Upoly

at to at tf

2EH-PO5-EO9

cloud point
61 �C

24 72 1.6 23 2.7 0.3
40 30
55 2.5 2.4 1.1 0.6
60 10
75 8

2-EH-PO5-EO15

cloud point
88 �C

24 58 2.7 8 1 0.4
40 11 3.1 27 2.4 2.1
60 8
70 3 9.9 1 11 0.7

a%w/wbased on the total surfactant weight. bFoams include 1%v/v
surfactant and 90% v/v CO2 at 2000 psia. The foams were formed under
the same conditions as in Table 4.

Figure 10. Changes inDsm
3 (topplot),Dsm (bottomplot, left axis),

and Upoly (bottom plot, right axis) with time for a foam stabilized
by 0.3% v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 with brine at 55 �C and 2000 psia over
60.5 h.

Figure 11. Changes in Dsm
3 (top plot), Dsm (bottom plot), and

Upoly (bottom plot) with time for a 0.3% v/v DOG-EO12 foam at
24 �C and 2000 psia over 61.5 h.
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addition of 2%NaCl, 1%CaCl2, and 0.5%MgCl2w/w (Table 4).
Also, the addition of 2-5% NaCl, 1% CaCl2, and 0.5% MgCl2
did not affectΩ3 values of 2.6-2.9 for 1% v/v 2EH-PO5-EO15 at

24 �C and 2000 psia (Table 4). A drop in the stability of the foam
lamella due to salt is observable only at temperatures near the
depressed (by salt) cloud point.

Discussion

Surface Pressure and Disjoining Pressure. The adsorption
of surfactant at the interface and the reduction in γ must be
sufficient to provide stable C/W foams.8 The surface pressure
(π = γo - γ) is strongly influenced by the degree of surfactant
adsorption as described by the surface equation of state (SEOS).
For a nonionic surfactant, the SEOSmay be expressed as a “hard-
disk” reference term (HD) for the headgroup and a perturbation
term50

π ¼ πHD þðπo þπelÞ ð4Þ
where πo is the solvent-tail interaction term and πel describes
electrostatic interactions on the aqueous side of the interface. In
the Supporting Information, the solvent-tail interaction is de-
scribed in terms of the Flory interaction parameter χ. Relative to
oils, the weaker solvation of surfactant tails by CO2, as a result of
its low cohesive energy density, leads to larger χ values.11 An
increase in χwill lowerπo and thusπ.However, γwill often still be
larger for O/W relative to C/W systems as a result of the larger γo
for the former.

Table 5 presents a summary of the differences between the
properties of C/W foams versus A/W and O/W foams or emul-
sions.41 The lower γo at the C-W relative to both the A-W and
O-W interfaces (Table 5) reduces Γ, leading to largerAm. At the
A-W interface, high Γ and strong tail-tail interactions, such as
those between linear surfactants, produce high pC20 values. At
the C-W interface, where Am is large, branched and double tails
help to occupy volume at the interface to fill in the large gaps

Table 4. Experimental Ω3 and Upoly Values under Various Conditions for 2EH-PO5-EO9, 2EH-PO5-EO15, and DOG-EO12 at 2000 psiaa

Upoly

surfactants c (% v/v) T (�C)
CO2

(% v/v)
salt

(% w/w)
Ω3dDsm

3/dt
(μm3/s) tf (h) at to at tf

2EH-PO5-EO9 0.1 24 90 0 unstable
0.2 24 90 0 309 7.5 16.0 4.0
0.5 24 90 0 2.2 2.7 4.5 0.5
1 24 90 0 1.6 22.8 2.7 0.3
1 24 90 0 0.06 48.3 0.6 2.8
1 24 94 0 49 600 s 1.1 1.1
0.2 55 90 0 unstable
0.3 55 90 0 1.3 1 4.6 1.0
0.3 55 90 2 0.46 60.5 2.0 0.5
0.5 55 90 0 0.9 8.7 4.8 0.9
1 55 90 0 10.5 8.8 7.9 2.4
1 55 92.4 0 2.5 26 0.8 0.6
1 55 92.4 2 7.9 1.8 24.5 2.1

2EH-PO5-EO15 1 24 90 0 2.7 8 1 0.4
1 24 90 0 4.3 0.5 3.2 1.5
1 24 90 2 2.9 21.8 2 0.6
1 24 90 5 2.6 19.5 4.2 0.4
1 40 90 0 3.1 27 2.4 2.1
1 70 90 0 9.9 1 2.2 0.4
1 70 90 2 92 1.8 11.2 0.7

DOG-EO12 0.3 24 90 0 5.8 61.5 6 4.4
0.2 50 90 0 1.4 6.8 4.8 1
0.3 55 90 0 2.3 20 7.2 1.1

a 0.5% w/w CaCl2 and 0.1% MgCl2 are present unless no salt is added.

Figure 12. Micrographs of a C/W foam stabilized with 0.3% v/v
DOG-EO12 at 24 �C and 2000 psia at 0 (top) and 59 h (bottom)
after reaching the microscope.

(50) Huh, C. Eng. J. 1983, 23, 829–847.
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between surfactantmolecules.51 This volume occupied by the tails
helps to separate the two phases to increaseπ and pC20 (e.g., refer
to the case of DOG-EO12 in Table 2).41

The adsorption of surfactant at the interface influences the
disjoining pressure,Πd, between two CO2 droplets. The repulsive
forces (electrostatic, steric, and structural)52,34 must counteract
the van der Waals attraction between the two film surfaces

Πd ¼ -
AH

6πhf
3
þ 64

� 103celNAkT tanh2
eψo

4kT

� �
expð-Khf Þ ð5Þ

where hf is the thin film thickness,AH is theHamaker constant, cel
is the molar concentration of electrolyte, ψo is the surface
potential of a drop,NA isAvogadro’s number, and κ is the inverse
Debye length.53,54 For aqueous lamella, the EO groups of the
surfactant head provide “hardwall” steric repulsion, although the
range of this repulsion is short relative to the expected film
thickness.52 As hf decreases, Πd increases with increased electro-
static repulsion until a maximum is reached at a critical film
thickness (hcrit) at the critical disjoining pressure, Πcrit. If hf
decreases further, then the van der Waals attraction between
the drops can overcome the electrostatic repulsion but only if the
steric repulsion is large (with high surfactant adsorption) can the
film survive as a Newton black film.8 For CO2 bubbles

55 at 24 �C
and 2000psia, theAHvalue as determinedaccording toDhanuka8

is about 0.04 eV (1 eV= 1.602� 10-19 J), compared to the 0.003
eV for decane droplets (Table 5).56,57Despite this stronger van der
Waals attraction, the lamellae were sufficiently thick to provide
foam stability.

For nonionic surfactants, the electrostatic repulsion can result
fromhydroxide ions that naturally adsorb at theA-WandO-W
interfaces.58,59 The C-W interface can also be charged: zeta
potentials have been measured for water droplets with nonionic
surfactants.60 The low pHof theC-Wsystem (a value of about 3)
will cause significant differences in ion adsorption relative to that
at the O-W interface that will require future study to determine
the extent to which electrostatic repulsion contributes to lamellar
stability.8

The disjoining pressure must oppose the Laplace pressure
(capillary pressure, Pc) of the foam bubbles. Rapid spinodal
decomposition of the films occurs when the Laplace pressure,
2γ/R, exceedsΠcrit,

30-33 the limiting capillary pressure. For C/W
foams, the lower γ will reduce the Laplace pressure relative toΠd

and enhance the stability of the foam relative to A/W and O/W
systems for a given drop size. Thus smaller bubbles, in the range of
1-10 μm in Tables 3 and 4, will remain more stable than in the
case of A/W foams, where bubbles are typically 0.1 to 10 mm in
size and γ is much larger. Aronson et al. found that higher Πcrit

values lead to stronger foams in porous media with larger flow
resistance.61

Thin Film Drainage and Marangoni Stabilization. Meta-
stable foams are destabilized by the drainage of the lamellae
caused by two effects, gravity and capillary suction into the
plateau borders. The much higher density of CO2 relative to air
reduces drainage due to gravity (Table 5). Figure 13 presents a
schematic of the lamella between two CO2 bubbles and the
plateau borders with a radius of curvature of Rcurv.

62 For
symmetrical cylindrical film geometry (Figure 13), the differ-
ence in pressure between the film and plateau border creates a
drainage velocity. Reynolds described a similar drainage velo-
city for the flow of liquid from between two approaching solid
plates

VRE ¼ -dhf=dt ¼ ðhf 3=3ηcRfilm
2ÞΔPfilm ð6Þ

where ηC is the viscosity of the continuous liquid phase, Rfilm is
the film radius, andΔPfilm= 2(Pc-Πd(h)).

38,40 For a given hf,

Table 5. Comparison of the Properties of C/W Foams with Those of

Both A/W and O/W Systems for Branched Hydrocarbon-PO-EO

Surfactants

C/W vs A/W C/W vs O/W

γo lower lower
tail solvation higher lower
Hamaker constant higher higher
π lower lower
Γ = 1/Am lower lower
pC20 similara similar
Pc lower similar
drop size smaller similar
drainage:

capillary suction lower lower
gravity lower higher (certain Fs)

Marangoni resistance to flow lower lower
monolayer bending N/A harder
wave formation (“dimples”) in film lower similar

aData from ref 41.
Figure 13. Drawing depicting the symmetric lamellar geometry
for thin film drainage between two identical fluid droplets with
hydrodynamic boundary conditions.

(51) Stone, M. T.; Smith, P. G.; da Rocha, S. R. P.; Rossky, P. J.; Johnston,
K. P. J. Phys. Chem. B 2004, 108, 1962–1966.
(52) Aveyard, R.; Binks, B. P.; Esquena, J.; Fletcher, P. D. I.; Bault, P.; Villa, P.

Langmuir 2002, 18, 3487–3494.
(53) Manoj, P.; Watson, A. D.; Hibberd, D. J.; Fillery-Travis, A. J.; Robins, M.

M. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1998, 207, 294–302.
(54) Binks, B. P. Emulsions: Recent Advances in Understanding. In Modern

Aspects of Emulsion Science; Binks, B. P., Ed.; The Royal Society of Chemistry:
Cambridge, England, 1998.
(55) Lewis, J. E.; Biswas, R.; Robinson, A. G.; Maroncelli, M. J. Phys. Chem. B

2001, 105, 3306–3318.
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the lower γ of the C/W foams produces a smaller Pc and ΔPfilm

and therefore a film drainage VRE relative to both A/W and
some O/W systems (e.g., branched Cn-POx-EOy surfactants) as
summarized in Table 5. The slower drainage has the potential
to enhance the stability of the films against various destabiliza-
tion mechanisms described below.

Marangoni stabilization (resistance to film drainage) increases
with gradients in γ as described by the dilational modulus

ε ¼ -A dπ=dA ð7Þ
where A is the interfacial area.63 For insoluble monolayers or
cases where surfactant diffusion and adsorption are slow, the
frequency goes to¥38 and εbecomes the limiting surface elasticity,
εο = Γ dπ/dΓ. For Langmuir adsorption in dilute surfactant
solutions,

εo ¼ RTðΓ¥c=c0:5Þ ð8Þ
whereΓ¥ is the saturated adsorption,R is the gas constant, c is the
surfactant concentration, and c0.5 is the half-saturation value.63 Ιt
was reported that ε is nearly equivalent to εο for values of π up to
approximately 16mN/m forC12E6

63 In this dilute regime, ε and εο
increase with π in a relatively linear fashion and the effect of
surfactant diffusion is small. As π increases beyond∼16 mN/m, ε
decreases with increasing c and π despite an increase in εο. This
second regime may be ascribed to surfactant diffusion and
adsorption at the film interfaces.62

If the timescale for surfactant diffusion andadsorption is shorter
than the hydrodynamic timescale that creates the γ gradients, then
the Marangoni resistance to the drainage of the foam will be
lowered.64 This scenario arises when the surfactant is very soluble
in the dispersed phase, where the diffusion length to the lamellae is
small. The rate of filmdrainagemay increase by 10 to 100 to several
orders of magnitude when the surfactant is soluble in the dispersed
phase relative to when it is soluble in the continuous phase,
depending upon the surfactant concentration.38,40 In addition,
Varadaraj et al. demonstrated that the branching of the ethoxylate
surfactant tail increased the drainage rate of A/W foams.65

Emulsions and foams with high drainage rates require sufficiently
slowdiffusion andadsorptionof surfactant at the interface in order
for Marangoni flow to oppose the drainage. The slower drainage
of the C/W foams appears to make Marangoni stabilization less
important than for A/W or some O/W foams or emulsions
(Table 5). This factor may have contributed to the high stability
of the C/W foams in Table 3 evenwhen the surfactant favored the
CO2 phase, where Bancroft’s rule was no longer obeyed.

Branched surfactants with values of π greater than 20 mN/m
and large values of pC20 shown in Table 2 stabilize foam more
effectively than the less efficient surfactants. A larger π is likely to
increase εο.

63 A higher εο offers the possibility of a higher ε
because εο > ε. Thus, an increase in π with surfactant branching
has the potential to increase ε, which can be beneficial to
increasing Marangoni stabilization. However, it would be neces-
sary to measure ε in order to understand the role of diffusion and
how it lowers ε relative to εο.
Spatial and Surfactant Density Fluctuations Forming

Holes. Spatial fluctuations (interfacial waves or dimples) and

surfactant density fluctuations, which are coupled, can lead to
spinodal decompositionwhen the Laplace pressure becomes large
relative to or exceeds Πcrit.

31 These waves can also lead to
asymmetric lamella drainage and film rupture.37 The Gibbs free
energy barrier for a spatial fluctuation depends upon γ, the elastic
and shear dilationalmoduli, and the amplitude andwavelength of
the wave. An increase in the elastic and shear dilational moduli
dampens surface fluctuations and raises film stability. The smaller
film sizes for C/W foam relative to A/W foam reduce the
disturbance wavelength and thereby raise the barrier against
fluctuations.31,66 In contrast, the lower γ for theC/W foam lowers
the barrier. For a fluctuation in surfactant concentration, the
probability of exposing a bare surface of size a is proportional to
exp(-εoa/kT).

31 Thus, an increase in εo produced by an increase
in π with branching (eq 18) may dampen both spatial and
surfactant density fluctuations and thus improve foam stability
as observed.37,40 In addition, the lower interfacial tension gradi-
ents for the C-W systems will reduce the growth of the fluctua-
tions.37

The phase behavior and curvature of a surfactant monolayer
and thus the resulting emulsion can be manipulated by varying a
formulation variable, such as the hydrophilic-lipophilic balance
(HLB) of the surfactant, salinity, and temperature.67,68 An
analogous hydrophilic-CO2-philic balance (HCB) has been
defined and characterized for high-pressure C-W systems.28,69

1=HCB ¼ ATC -ATT -ACC

AHW -AHH -AWW
ð9Þ

where Aij is the interaction energy for the various interactions
between CO2 (C), the surfactant tail (T), water (W), and the
surfactant head (H). For a CO2-philic surfactant, where 1/HCB
> 1, the surfactant partitions more toward the CO2 phase and
bends about water, forming a W/C emulsion, as shown in Figure
14.67,70 When 1/HCB < 1, the surfactant prefers the aqueous
phase and the interface is concavewith respect toCO2, resulting in

Figure 14. Schematic representation of the effect of formulation
variables andHCB(hydrophilic-CO2-philic balance) on thephase
behavior and interfacial tension of a ternary water-CO2-nonio-
nic surfactant system.
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a C/W emulsion.8,29,71 The CO2 density, whichmay be tunedwith
pressure and temperature, has a profound effect on the emulsion
phase behavior and the curvature of the surfactant monolayer as
shown in Figure 14.

For O-W systems and some CO2 systems, the emulsion
undergoes a phase inversion at the balanced state when HLB
or HCB = 1, where the surfactant exhibits an equal affinity for
both phases72 and the interfacial tension (γ) is a minimum
(Figure 14).14,21,73-75 The CO2 distribution coefficients of 2EH-
PO5-EO9 and 2EH-PO5-EO15 (Table 3) show that these surfac-
tants are very soluble in the dispersed CO2 phase and the
surfactant balance favors CO2 at lower temperatures
(Figure 14). The EO headgroups are moderately soluble in
CO2.

76 Even though these surfactants favored the CO2 phase,
C/W foams were formed and were stable against coalescence for
over 60 h (Tables 3 and 4), in violation of Bancroft’s rule. da
Rocha et al. have also reported the formation of C/W emulsions
with CO2-philic surfactants.46 They argued that viscous stresses
throughwaterwere sufficient to shearCO2 to formbubbles,whereas
stresses through CO2 were too weak to form water droplets.

The coalescence of foam bubbles can occur through a mechan-
ism of hole formation in the lamella. Holes of various radius, rh,
appear and disappear in the thin liquid films because of thermal
fluctuations that produce spatial and surfactant density fluctua-
tions.32,39,77 If the hole radius isgrh

* (the critical radius), then the
hole will grow and the foam film will rupture to produce
coalescence. The activation energy for the formation of a hole
(Wh) includes an energy penalty for the creation of interfacial area
and a high interfacial curvature at the edge of the hole (Figure 15).
The probability of hole formation is exp(-Wh/kT).

32,39 Babak et
al. added a variable film thickness (hf) to previous hole-formation
theories with the result

W�= hf
2γh

2

γp
ð10Þ

where γp is the interfacial tension of the planar interface and γh is
the interfacial tension of a curved border of the hole.32 The
stability of C/W foams is enhanced by the slow drainage of the
lamellae that maintains a large hf (eq 6), which favors a largeW*.

To examine curvature effects, consider a surfactant that favors
water overCO2. In this case for C/W/C films (Figure 15a), there is
a large penalty for bending the surfactant about water to open a

CO2 hole. The penalty ismuch smaller to open up awater hole for
aW/C/W film (Figure 15b). Thus, a C/W foamwould be favored
in accordance with Bancroft’s rule as shown by the HCB sche-
matic in Figure 14.

In the balanced state where γ is ultralow (,0.1 mN/m), O-W
emulsions are often very unstable. Here the small amount of
energy required to form a hole in the film (eq 10) often leads to
rapid coalescence. In the case of C/W emulsions, the energy
required to forma holewill bemuch greater given themuch larger
γ at the balanced point for a C-W versus O-W interface.78

Therefore, our C/W emulsions were observed to remain stable
even when the surfactant moved through the balanced point with
a variation in temperature and pressure (Table 3). Babak et al.
cites an interfacial tension of 0.1-1 mN/m as optimal for the
stability of 1-10 μm droplets for O-W systems, which is just
below the range of the values for our C/W foams.32

A novel additional factor is now proposed that contributes to
the stability of lamellae in C/W foams. Consider the formation of
a hole in the water lamella, as shown in Figure 15. The surfactant
tails from the two curved interfaces (hemispheres) are in close
proximity to one another. For CO2, the typical solvation of
hydrocarbon tails is not sufficiently strong to prevent the floccu-
lation of spherical water drops in W/C microemulsions and
miniemulsions,27,46,79,80 as explainedmore fully in the Supporting
Information. Thus, flocculation of the tails on the hemispheres in
Figure 15 may act to close the hole and prevent coalescence, an
important effect not included in eq 10. Alternatively, the penalty
for increasing the surface area to form the hole is larger given the
limited CO2 solvation of the surfactant tails. This added stability
of water lamella with a CO2 dispersed phasemay likely contribute
to the violation of Bancroft’s rule, that is, the formation of the
C/W foam even when the surfactant prefers the CO2 phase. This
closing of the hole via flocculation is much weaker for O/W
emulsions where tail solvation is stronger (Table 5), and the holes
can form more readily and cause coalescence, consistent with the
unstable emulsions for the 2EH-PO5-EOn surfactants. Thus, the
phenomenamay be somewhat unique toCO2 as a consequence of
weak tail solvation.
Short-Time Stability of C/W Foams. For short-time stabi-

lities, DOG-EO12 has the highest π in Table 2 and correspond-
ingly the highest stability (lowest dv/dt value) (Table 2 and
Figures 3 and 4). The higher π, which is favored by the double
tail, lowers the Laplace pressure, resulting in slower drainage. In
addition, a higher π will produce a larger εo against fluctuations
that produce spinodal decomposition and hole formation. It may
also enhanceMarangoni stabilization if the higher εo provides the
potential for a larger ε, although ε is influenced by diffusion.

The dv/dt values of 2EH-PO5-EO11, 2EH-PO5-EO15, and
1Hex-PO5-EO15 (with lower π) are slightly higher than that
of DOG-EO12; however, the small bubbles persist for over
10-30 min. The polar PO groups in the tails may interact
favorable with the CO2 quadrupoles. For 2EH-EO11.8 with the
lowest π value, dv/dt is 3 times greater than for 2EH-PO5-EO11.
The small tail of 2EH-EO11.8 does not balance the large head of
the molecule (indicated by an HLB of 16.1), leading to lower
adsorption at the C-W interface.41 As a result of the lower π, a

Figure 15. Formation of a hole in awater lamella for aC/W foam.
The interactions between the surfactant tails on each side of the
hole are a driving force for reducing hole formation.
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higher Laplace pressure, and a lower Πd and εo, the coalescence
rate is higher (Figure 3 slope).

The stability for LA-EO12 relative to that for the more efficient
surfactants was lower than expected from the π values alone. π
can be used as a guide for surfactant adsorption, which influences
the Laplace pressure, εο, and the steric and electrostatic repulsive
interactions on Πd; however, additional effects are present. The
linear tail of the surfactant is not solvated by CO2 or bulkier
tails.81 The linear tails block less area of the interface than the EO
headgroups, thus the number of EO units and the resulting
change in HLB are important. The C12-14-EO7 surfactant with
a linear tail does not form a foam at 1% v/v surfactant and 24 �C
(Table 1), whereas the similar methylated C8-14-PO2.5-EO7 sta-
bilizes a foam with only 0.5% v/v surfactant. (Both surfactants
have an HLB value of 12.1.) However, when a larger number of
EO units are included in the surfactant head, a larger area is
occupied at the liquid-liquid interface (given the modest CO2-
philicity of EO groups) and lamella can be stabilized by these
higher HLB surfactants. 1% v/v C12-EO12 with anHLB of nearly
16 forms a stable, noncoalescing C/W foam (bubble size ranging
from 1 to 30 μm) with 90% quality at 24 �C and 2000 psia using a
sandpackwith 50μmpores at a total foam flow rate of 6mL/min.

In most cases, the foam stability decreased markedly at
temperatures no more than 4 �C above the cloud point in water,
as the surfactant precipitated from water. Only DOG-EO12

supports a foam up to about 14 �C above the cloud point
(46 �C in Table 1). The large size of the DOG-EO12 tail at the
C-Winterface (due to the dual tail chains that can independently
spread at the interface) is more likely to keep the surfactant
solvated at the interface as the solubility in water decreases.41 The
polydispersity in the number of EO groups can also decrease the
temperature sensitivity.82 Eventually, as the temperature is raised
beyond 60 �C even the surfactants with the higher number of EOs
precipitate from water and the foams become unstable.

The foam and emulsion stability decreased with a reduction in
surfactant concentration, as is shown in Figure 5 and Table 4. A
decrease in c raises ΔPfilm and lowers Πd (eq 5), π, and thus εο.
These factors increase the drainage rates, hole formation, and
spinodal decomposition, each of which reduces foam stability.
The effect of surfactant diffusion is also lowered, thus ε is closer to
εo at lower c values. This loss of stability is demonstrated for the
0.1% v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 C/W foam at 24 �C (Figure 5) where
slugs of the phases are observed. An increase to 0.2% v/v 2EH-
PO5-EO9 increases the stability of the foam lamellae, although
small bubbles are still relatively unstable. For higher c, much
greater stability is present (as seen for the 0.5-1% v/v surfactant
in Figure 5). When the interfacial structure of the surfactant
changes with the approach to the cloud point (at 55 �C and 2000
psia), the 0.2% v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 foam becomes unstable again
with only slugs of the CO2 and aqueous phases produced.
However, coalescence is mitigated with a slight increase in c to
0.3% v/v or higher, even in the presence of salt, which depresses
the cloud-point temperature to about 55 �C (Figure 5).
Ostwald Ripening and Long-Term Stability. Foam aging

also occurs via Ostwald ripening as a function of the polydisper-
sity in bubble size. Ostwald ripeningwas described byLifshitz and
Slyozov,83 followed byWagner84 (LSW) for dilute emulsions. The

LSW theory assumes that diffusion is from a curved bubble to a
flat interface such that

Ω3 ¼ dDsm
3

dt
¼ 64γDdiffSVm

9RT
F ð11Þ

where Ddiff is the molecular diffusion coefficient, S is the bulk
solubility, and Vm is the molar volume of the dispersed phase
(CO2).

85 A correction factor, F, is included to increase the
ripening rate for small diffusion lengths and nondilute condi-
tions.85 For 90% quality, F is 25.86 A more rigorous treatment of
concentrated polyhedral bubbles, in the case of dry foams, has
been presented recently to examine the mean curvature of the
films separating the bubbles and the number of bubble faces.87

For a given polydispersity,Ω3 did not vary significantly among
the various systems. The relevant properties in eq 11 were similar,
with the exception of modest variations in γ. As expected, the
variation of the foam polydispersity leads to large changes in the
measured Ω3 for 2EH-PO5-EO9 (Figure 9 and Table 4). The
slopes (Ω3) vary nearly 100-fold because of the polydispersity
differences between the foams under otherwise similar conditions.
Over long times (>60 h), coalescence was not observed visually
for the C/W foams; however, Ostwald ripening was present
(Figures 10 and 11). The polydispersity of the foams decreases
over time as the small bubbles disappear, which then acts to
decreaseΩ3 over ensuing time periods. For example,Ω3 decreases
from7.5 to 0.5 for the 0.3%v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 foam (Figure 5) as
the polydispersity drops from 3.2 to 0.5 over 60.6 h. Here,
Ostwald ripening becomes very slow.

Although Ostwald ripening reduces the polydispersity of the
foam, coalescence increases the polydispersity (Figure 4, Table 2).
The high dv/dt for poor surfactant (low π) 2EH-EO11.8 leads to
rapid increases in Dsm and Upoly (Figure 4) as larger bubbles are
formed during coalescence. Thus, the driving force for Ostwald
ripening increases as well. In Figure 4, Upoly increases for 2EH-
EO11.8 rapidly for the first 10 s and then declines from about 50 s
as the Ostwald ripening rate increases. However, Upoly of DOG-
EO12 and 2EH-PO5-EO11 do not experience large drops attrib-
uted to Ostwald ripening in this time frame. Here the initial
coalescence occurs more slowly, resulting in a lower driving force
forOstwald ripening. At lower concentrations, for example, 0.2%
v/v 2EH-PO5-EO9 (Figure 5), where some coalescence creates
large bubbles and accordingly a higher Upoly (4-fold greater than
for foams with higher concentrations), a higher Ω3 (300 μm3/s)
also results relative to the higher concentrations (Ω3 values near
1 μm3/s). Changes to the foam conditions in terms of temperature
and salinity donot varyΩ3 significantly for a given polydispersity,
consistent with small changes in the relevant properties in eq 11.

The results of this study are of practical interest in CO2

enhanced oil recovery and CO2 sequestration. For EOR where
C/W foams will be in the ground for weeks to months, long-term
stability against coalescence is a major goal. Extremely long-term
stability is of interest in CO2 sequestration. Thus, our demonstra-
tion of foam stability for several days is an important advance,
given that the long-term stability of these foams has rarely been
reported. Furthermore, the ability to form stable C/W emulsions
selectively when oil is absent and unstable emulsions when oil is
present is very beneficial for mobility control. These results may
be developed to design surfactants for low CO2 mobilities in oil-
depleted zones and high mobilities in oil-rich zones. Finally,
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CO2-soluble surfactants with distribution coefficients that favor
CO2 can be injected with CO2 to lower well-bore pressures and
minimize surfactant loses to water in the reservoir.

Conclusions

The investigation of morphologies and stabilities (from
seconds to days) of C/W foams formed with a variety of non-
ionic hydrocarbon surfactants by in situ optical microscopy and
viscosity measurements, combined with recent measurements
of interfacial properties,41 provides novel insight into foam
stability mechanisms. At the C-W interface where a low γo
creates a lower driving force for adsorption, Am and thus the
contact between phases is greater, relative to the A-W and
O-W interfaces. Therefore, reducing the contact between the
phases to lower γ by the molecular design of the surfactant is
particularly important at the C-W versus A-W and O-W
interfaces. Contactmay be reduced by increasing the interfacial
adsorption of the surfactant or by blockingmore interface for a
given surfactant adsorption with tail branching or double tails.
Branching of the surfactant tail with methyl, propylene oxide,
or larger alkyl units reduces the contact of the CO2 and water
phases relative to a linear tail and raises π and similarly the
surfactant efficiency (pC20).41 These changes increase the foam
stability, as seen for C8-14-PO2.5-EO7 versus a linear surfactant
such as C12-14-EO7. In addition, EO groups exhibit modest
CO2-philicity and interfacial activity and contribute to redu-
cing the contact between CO2 andwater at the interface, as seen
for C12-EO11 versus C12-14-EO7.

Because of the low γ of the C/W foams, micrometer-sized
bubbles were formed relative tomillimeter-sized bubbles for A/W
foams. For surfactants with PO, tail branching, or double-chain
tails, for example, 1% v/v DOG-EO12, 2EH-PO5-EO9, or 2EH-
PO5-EO15, coalescence of the C/W foam bubbles was rare once
the diameter was greater than about 0.5 μm over 60 h. Under
similar conditions, A/W foams and decane/water emulsions

began coalescing immediately. The greater stability of the C/W
foams to coalescence compared with that of the A/W foams may
be attributed to the smaller γ and Pc, lower drainage rates, a
smaller film size, and a sufficient π and thus limiting elasticity to
hinder spatial and surface density fluctuations that lead to
coalescence.

In violation of Bancroft’s rule, high internal phase C/W foams
were stable even when the surfactant preferred the CO2 phase.
This violationmay be attributed to three effects. First, the viscous
stresses through water can be sufficient to shear CO2 to formCO2

bubbles in water, whereas stresses through inviscid CO2 are often
too weak to form water droplets. Second, the low drainage rate
for C/W foams, as a consequence of the low γ and thusPc, makes
the loss inMarangoni stabilization fromsurfactant diffusion from
the dispersed CO2 phase to the aqueous film less important. The
last effect is the large resistance to the formation of holes in the
aqueous lamellae between the CO2 domains, as a consequence of
strong interactions between surfactant tails on each side of the
hole. For surfactants with anHLB relatively close to the balanced
state, hole formation in the water lamellae followed by coales-
cence becomes prevalent for O/W emulsions as γ becomes ,1
mN/m.39 In CO2, these ultralow γ values have rarely been
achieved, and thus the barrier to create a hole is much larger.
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